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reading comprehension

Activity            Stop and Think

Read the paragraphs. 
Stop and think as you read.

Jimi makes a living playing guitar. He travels across  
the US. Jimi plays with many different bands.

Stop and think: Why do you think Jimi plays  
 with different bands?

Jimi makes little money. He is always hungry.  
But he keeps learning.

Stop and think: Imagine you are Jimi.  
 What keeps you going?

Then Jimi gets a break in New York City.  
In 1966, Chas Chandler discovers Jimi. When  
Chas hears Jimi play, he can’t believe his ears.

Stop and think: What word might  
 Chas use to describe  
 Jimi’s playing?

Good readers are active readers.

Good readers stop and think about 
what they are reading. Active reading 
helps readers understand the ideas.
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jimi hendrix
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Activity            Main Idea and Details

Read the details.  
Circle the correct main idea.

The first one is an example.

12

The writer’s words The invisible message

Like many, Jimi is against the war.
Jimi does not believe in violence. 
Jimi believes in peaceful ways.

1. Planning for tomorrow isn’t for Jimi.
 

2. Music helps Jimi escape from the  
    real world.

 

Activity            Invisible Messages

Read the writer’s words. 
Figure out the invisible message.

23

Good readers can find  
the main idea and details.

The main idea is the important idea. 
The details support the main idea. 

The details help you understand  
and remember the main idea.

Writers do not always explain everything.

Sometimes, writers expect readers to read 
between the lines. Writers expect readers 
to figure out the invisible messages.

Details Main Idea

Jimi sleeps with his guitar.
Jimi’s guitar never leaves his side.
Jimi practises guitar all the time. 

(a) Jimi’s love is his guitar.
(b) Jimi joins a band.

Jimi plays with the best guitarists.
Jimi listens to the best guitarists.
Jimi learns the trade secrets of playing guitar.

1 (a) Jimi listens to guitarists on the radio.
   (b) Jimi tries to learn everything about  
        playing guitar.

Jimi is kind.
Jimi is funny. 
Jimi is shy.

2 (a) It is easy to like Jimi.
   (b) Jimi makes people laugh.
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Activity            Fact and Opinion

Read the sentences. 
Write (F) for fact or (O) for opinion.

1. Jimi spends four years on the road. _____ 
Jimi’s time on the road is hard. _____

2. Jimi’s parents do their best to raise Jimi. _____ 
Jimi’s parents divorce in 1951. _____

3. Jimi is a show-off. _____ 
Jimi plays the guitar with his teeth. _____

34

Question Chapter Answer

Where was Jimi born? Early Years Seattle

1. When does Jimi start to  
    play guitar?

 
 

2. When does Jimi become famous?
 
 

3. How old is Jimi when he dies?
 
 

Activity            The Table of Contents

Read each question. 
Look at the Contents page in your book. 
Which chapter has the answer to the question? 
Write the name of the chapter. 
Find the answer to the question. Write the answer.
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Good readers know the difference 
between facts and opinions.

Facts can be proven.

Opinions are personal beliefs.

Good readers use the Table of Contents. 

The Table of Contents helps readers  
find information quickly.
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Activity            Make a Connection

Read the idea from the story. 
Make a connection to your life.

6
Reading is more than understanding 
the ideas on a page.

Good readers connect the ideas  
to their lives. 

Idea

Music is more than sound to Jimi.  
Jimi wants to play music in colour.  
He wants people to hear in colour.  
Jimi wants people to see his music. 

Your Life

How does music touch your life? 
 What kind of music do you like? 
 When do you listen to music? 
 How does music make you feel?

Describe a memory that includes music.  
 Were you at a wedding? At home? Just walking down the street? 
 What music was playing? 
 How did the music make you feel? 
 Why do you remember this moment?
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1
Good writers know that  
writing is a process.

Good writers think of ideas 
before they write.

Good writers check their writing.

l Writing l

Activity            Write Your Ideas

Complete these paragraphs about music. 
Use your ideas from Activity 6.

Your teacher will help you with spelling.

Read each paragraph out loud. 
Which paragraph do you like better? 
Copy the paragraph on the lines.

Check for capital letters and end punctuation.

Paragraph 1

The music I like is _____________________________________ . I listen to music when

_________________________________________________________________________ .

Music makes me feel _______________________________________________________ .

Paragraph 2

I remember one time I was ___________________________________________________

_______________________ .  The music ______________________________________ .

It made me feel _____________________________________________ .  I remember this 

moment because ___________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________ .
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Activity            Organize Ideas

Look at the idea map. 
What is the topic of the idea map? 
What are the 3 main ideas?

Add these details to the idea map. 
Put the number in the correct box. 
The first one is an example.

2 5

Good writers know  
that writing is a process.

Good writers organize their ideas 
before they write.

One way to organize ideas  
is to use a main idea and details.

Jimi Hendrix

B. 
Jimi works  

hard.

Detail: Detail:

Detail:

Detail: Detail:

Detail:1

Detail:

Detail:

Detail:

6. Jimi practises guitar all the time.

7. Jimi has no money for lessons.

8. Jimi plays guitar behind his back.

9. Jimi makes little money but  
 keeps playing.

4 1. Jimi writes lyrics to 110 songs.

2. Jimi’s parents have a stormy marriage.

3. Jimi plays like there is colour in music.

4. Jimi plays guitar with his teeth.

5. Jimi’s mother dies.

A.  
Jimi has  
a hard  

childhood.

C. 
Jimi plays  
guitar in  
different  

ways.
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Choose details from the idea map to complete the paragraphs. 
Copy the details into the paragraphs.

Paragraph A

Jimi has a hard childhood.  His parents have a _________________________________ .

His mother _____________________________________ . Jimi _____________________

_________________________________________________________________________ .

Paragraph B

Jimi works hard. He ____________________________________________ to 110 songs.

He practises ______________________________________________________________ .

He _______________________________________________________ but keeps playing.

Paragraph C

_______________________________________ .  He plays like there is _______________

_________________________________________ .  Jimi can play a guitar ____________

_____________________________ and ________________________________________ .

Activity            Use Capital Letters and Punctuation

Read these sentences. 
Circle the capital letters and end punctuation.

 1. Jimi’s parents are Lucille and Al.

 2. Why is Jimi sent to Canada?

 3. The police arrest Jimi on May 2, 1961.

 4. Jimi gets a break in New York City.

Read these sentences.  
Add capital letters and end punctuation.

 5. who is chas chandler

 6. why does jimi go to england

3 6

In this activity…

 use capital letters

  at the beginning of a sentence,  
 with names of people and places, and 
 months of the year.

 use punctuation

  at the end of a sentence.

 7. jimi sings for martin luther king

 8. jimi’s grave is in washington

 9. jimi dies on september 18, 1970
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Activity            Predict the Word

Complete each sentence. 
Use the pictures to predict the word.

1 7

l  Word Attack Skills l

Readers see new words all the time. 
They need to decode the new words.

Good readers decode words  
in different ways. 

They use pictures to predict words. 
They use meaning clues to predict words.

These are two ways to decode words.

Complete each sentence. 
Use meaning clues to predict the word.

3. Jimi wears his guitar when he makes _____________________ and eggs.

4. Jimi joins a ____________________ and plays his first gig.

5. Jimi likes to ____________________ to music on the radio.
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 1. A ________________________ places 
flowers on a grave.

 2. Martin Luther King gives a 
_________________________ .
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Activity            Find Common Patterns

Look at each word in the box. 
Each word has a common pattern. 
Group the words under the correct pattern.

2

Good readers look for  
common patterns in words.

This is another way to decode words.

side 4 lack  pack  round

back  sound  hide  black

found  wide  ride  pound

ide  ack  ound

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

Read the sentences in the box. 
Circle the words that have one of these patterns:

   ide   ack   ound

side

Find the Common Patterns

1. Jimi’s guitar is always at his side.
2. He takes a ride in a stolen car.

3. Jimi can play the guitar behind his back.
4. Black people can’t find good jobs in Seattle.

5. Jimi has found his love.
6. Music is more than sound to Jimi.

Many words have common patterns. 

The patterns look and sound the same.

8
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Activity            Divide and Conquer

Read these words. 
Look for common endings. 
Write the base word on the line.

bands  _______________

playing _______________

1. children _______________

2. stormy _______________

3. misses _______________

4. changes _______________

5. guitarist _______________

6. player _______________

7. starting _______________

 
Read each sentence out loud. 
Circle the words with common endings.

16. Al and Lucille have four more  
 children.

17. Their life together is stormy.

18. Jimi misses his mother.

19. Her death changes Jimi.

20. Jimi is a great guitarist.

21. He is a great player.

3 8

Many words have a base word with 
a common ending.

Good readers look for base words 
and common endings

This is another way to decode words.

 8. travels _______________

 9. keeps _______________

 10. learning _______________

 11. drinks _______________

 12. takes _______________

 13. sleeping _______________

 14. pills _______________

 15. kills _______________

band

play

22. Bands are starting up  
 all over Seattle.

23. Jimi travels across the US.

24. He keeps learning to play  
 the guitar.

25. He drinks alcohol and takes  
 sleeping pills.

26. The mix kills him.
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l Crossword l

Jimi Hendrix

Crossword Clues

All the answers to the clues are from Jimi Hendrix’s biography.

ACROSS

 2. the number between three and five

 4. Jimi Hendrix plays this

 5. you need these to eat food

 10. not ugly

 11. you sweep floors with this

 12. this has 7 colours and comes out  
 in the sky after a storm

 13. $ $ $

DOWN

 1. jazz, blues, soul

 3. a country north of the US

 4. a job for musicians

 6. opposite of yesterday

 7. you do this with your ears

 8. opposite of something

 9. you feel like this if you don’t  
 eat for a long time

 10. ________ and eggs

1

2

3

4 5 6

7

8

9

10

11 12

13
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Jimi Hendrix

1. Main Idea and Details: (1) b  (2) a

2. Invisible Messages*: (1) Jimi lives day to day. Jimi doesn’t care what  
the next day will bring. (2) Jimi does not like his real world.  
Music makes Jimi feel good.

3. Fact and Opinion: (1) F/O (2) O/F (3) O/F

4. Table of Contents: (1) Jimi’s First Guitar / when he is 15  (2) Jimi’s Rapid Rise to Fame /  
when he goes to England  (3) A Sad Day / 27

5. Organize Ideas:  Circle A: Details 2, 5, 7  Circle B: Details 1, 6, 9  Circle C: Details 3, 4, 8

6. Use Capital Letters and Punctuation: (1) Jimi’s parents are Lucille and Al. (2) Why is Jimi sent  
to Canada? (3) The police arrest Jimi on May 2, 1961. (4) Jimi get a break in New York City.  
(5) Who is Chas Chandler? (6) Why does Jimi go to England? (7) Jimi sings for Martin Luther King.  
(8) Jimi’s grave is in Washington. (9) Jimi dies on September 18, 1970.

7. Predict the Word*: (1) child; boy (2) speech (3) bacon (4) band (5) listen

8. Find Common Patterns: (1) side (2) ride (3) back (4) Black (5) found (6) sound

9. Divide and Conquer: (1) child (2) storm (3) miss (4) change (5) guitar (6) play (7) start (8) travel  
(9) keep (10) learn (11) drink (12) take (13) sleep (14) pill (15) kill (16) children (17) stormy (18) misses 
(19) changes (20) guitarist (21) player (22) Bands / starting (23) travels (24) keeps / learning (25) drinks / 
takes / sleeping / pills (26) kills

*Accept any answer that makes sense.

Crossword Solution
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2

3

4 5 6

7

8

9

10

11 12
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